
{p5} Imagined Collaboration  

Challenge:

Produce an imagined collaboration* with the contemporary artist you were given in 
lecture. Consider motivations, world view, subject matter, artistic process, materials 
used, biographical information and conceptual themes in creating a fictional 
collaboration by producing an actual work of art. This resulting artwork should 
challenge you towards new ideas and processes. It should involve experimentation, 
risk and ambition.

*Although this is a surface project, your Imagined Collaboration may require you to create 
something that is NOT flat, or wall hanging. This may be a sculpture, installation, video, 
photograph or any combination of processes/materials.


Objectives:

- Engage in continued comprehensive research that demonstrates a deep 
understanding of your contemporary artist’s work 

- Explore your own influences and artistic motivations

- Produce a mock collaboration that reflects a 50/50 consideration of the researched 
artist’s work and your own sensibilities

- Exhibit ambition, suburb craft, thoughtful display, ingenuity and conceptual risk


Proposal & Polished Sketch in Visual Journal {due @ VJ checkpoint #2}

Using research from your Self Bio Poem, presentation & Artist Bio-Poem you will 
thoughtfully explain the following components:

- Summarize your project, both in written form and visually.  How you will be 
approaching this project? What is it? Why/how does it address the assignment {make 
clear how this is a blending of your habits + your artist’s habits}
- Formal Themes {describe what it will look like, using visual language}

- Conceptual Themes {describe your idea/concept}

- Material & Process {materials will you be using & how you will make this work}

- Timeline {this is due on Friday, April 8} we will have limited studio time to work 

on this project. How will you be managing your time to accomplish your goal? 
You may wish to include a calendar or outline mini-checkpoints you will be 
giving yourself to make sure that you are self-motivated through this process. 

- Polished Sketch sketch/draw your proposed project. This needs to be detailed 
& thoughtfully done. You may include more then one view & use any materials 
you wish to complete this sketch/plan. The goal is to communicate your idea 
visually as clearly as possible.  

Grade Evaluation: All WASH projects will be graded based on the following 
rubric: Design {30} + Craft {30} + Concept {20} + Presentation/Critique {10} + Problem 
Solving/Artistic Process {10}. 

Timeline: There will be limited studio time to work on this project. 

Proposal + Polished Sketch due in VJ @ start of surface studio {W:3.16} & {R: 3. 17} 

Final Critique: FRIDAY @ WASH {4.8} installed by 9:15am  
Detailed instructions will be given prior to the critique on how/where to install work. 
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{p5} Research


RESEARCH the FOLLOWING  {we 
will be looking for evidence in your 
visual journal...sketch/define/
identify examples in your reading}


abstraction

aesthetics

ambiguous

appropriation

audience

authorship

balance

conceptual choices

collaborative process

elements + principles 

formal choices

identity

informed artistic choices

intensional

loaded image

loaded object

ownership

partnering

perspective

presentation

risk/failure

sampling

space

subject matter

symbolism

tactile response

thematic narrative

visual metaphor

visual language

world view
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